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Conference Series extends an enthusiastic and sincere welcome 
to the 24th International Conference on Dentistry and Dental 
Materials during September 23-24, 2019 Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Theme: “Current Novel Inclinations in the Arena of Dentistry.” 
Anticipating to develop a close networking platform for the 
academic and industrial representatives from around the world, 
the theme of the conference is designed as such that it touches 
every nook and corner of the basic and advanced application of 
Dentistry and Dental Materials. 
Dental Materials 2019 aims to give a concrete base to your  
hi-tech visions by expecting participation of 150+ notable minds 
under one single roof.
Here’s where you can get thought inciting talks and exhibitions 
of knowledge from people having research experience worth a 
fortune.
Join us @ Copenhagen for the mammoth congress-Dental 
Materials 2019.

Regards
Dental Materials 2019
Consolidating Board

Invitation...



A balanced mixture of Keynote speeches, Session talks and Poster Presentations along with 
probable Exhibitions from industries will play quite a major role in assuring the attendees of 
a detailed discussion and justify the cause for which they will be in Copenhagen, Denmark.

DAY 1:
 The Welcome Remarks................................................ 1
 Meet the Keynotes....................................................... 2
 Stretch out with Coffee................................................ 3
	 Redefined	Session	Talks..............................................	4
 The Luncheon.............................................................. 5
 A Continuity to Talks................................................... 6
 Workshop Platform...................................................... 7
 Young Mind Showcase................................................ 8
 Day Out....................................................................... 9

DAY 2:
 Picking up from Keynotes again............................... 10
 Coffee and Webbing Time......................................... 11
 The Canvas Show...................................................... 12
 Frontier Session Talks................................................ 13
	 Rewarding	and		Awarding.........................................	14
 Closure Comments.................................................... 15

Segments within the Congress
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“To be covered”
 Extents

The conference theme is designed as such 
that it shall encourage the Dentistry and 
Dental Materials related academicians, 
industrialists and researchers to talk 
and discuss on the well-proportioned 
combination of the areas of these 
Conference. The session thoughts will 
include the debate and lectures on:

• Dental Therapy and Treatment

• Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (OMS)

• Oral Cancer

• Oral Pathology

• Oral Medicine and Dental 
Pharmacology

• Advancements in Dentistry

• Dental Public Health

• Forensic Odontology

• Digital Dentistry

• Basic Science for Dental Materials

• Direct Restorative Materials

• Indirect Restorative and Prosthetic 
Materials

• Endodontic Materials

• Impression Materials

• Dental Marketing



Audience Measurement
With the prime of this theme, the conference series aims at providing the links between 
Dentistry and Dental Materials by creating a platform for active participation, exchange 
of expertise and lateral thinking from researchers, scientists, and educators through 
invited plenary lectures, symposia, workshops, invited sessions and oral and poster 
sessions of unsolicited contributions.

The conference series look forward to welcoming you to an inspiring, educational and 
enjoyable program with the intent of emphasizing the applications of Dentistry and 
Dental Materials research to the improvement of the global strength. 

Conference Series conference participants hail from around the globe including the 
US,	Europe,	Middle	East	and	Asia	Pacific.

Few of those many participant countries that Conference Series has covered 
in its 10 years of existence are listed below:

•  USA
• Canada
• Mexico
• Brazil
• Argentina
• Colombia
• Bolivia

• Spain
• Italy
• France
• Czech Republic
• Belgium
• Germany
• United Kingdom

• Malaysia
• Australia
• South Korea
• China
• India
• Russia
• Japan
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Young Researchers Forum
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This segment has been instituted by the Dental Materials 2019 Conference on behalf of 
Conference Series to recognize the budding scientists and researchers with an outstanding 
track record in the Dentistry and Dentistry Materials  related study and technology.

This segment shall serve the purpose of being a pivotal step towards association and 
networking among Young Scientist Minds.

Who can be in YRF?

• Any	fledgling	and	budding	scientist/researcher	below	the	age	of	33	years
• Post-Graduate students, Post-doctoral fellows, Trainees, Junior faculty

What can they achieve?

• A platform to showcase their innovative ideas 
• An opportunity to interact with speakers with high research experience 

and established industrialists
• Award will be presented to the best YRF talk
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Exhibiting With Us
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We, in the conference, are providing the 
perfect business platform to promote your 
products and services as well, which shall 
be helpful in taking and generating new 
leads. 

Why exhibit with us?

• A continuous non-competitive show

• One complimentary registration valued 
up to 799 USD

• Discounted registrations for all other 
additional booth personnel

• Access to the conference attendees

• Discounted hotel rates

• Promotional and sponsorship 
opportunities galore

• Standard booth setup

• Best platform to develop new 
conglomerate & alliances

• Best site to hustle up your route into the 
business territory in the World

•  Network development with both 
Academia and Business

“Make it… Take it…” 
This is what exhibiting with us means. 
Make a place at Dental Materials 2019 as 
an exhibitor and Take the International 
recognition with you.



Getting Around Copenhagen 
Copenhagen has a long history well integrated with today’s modern life. It is one of the largest 
cities in northern Europe, is also one of Europe’s busiest hubs. The city’s location has throughout 
centuries in an almost natural way created commercial routes to far and near. Copenhagen is very 
easy to reach by air, sea or land. Copenhagen Airport, Kastrup, (airport code CPH) is a major 
Northern European air hub with direct flights to most larger European cities as well as transatlantic 
and other far away destinations. With over 1.1 million inhabitants, the Greater Copenhagen 
area represents one-third of Denmark’s entire population in an integrated labour market, the 
result of a well developed infrastructure. Greater Copenhagen has had an industrial change from 
manufacturing activities to a mix of high-tech and knowledge intensive sectors as well as an 
increase in the service-sector. Some 80 percent of the working population is employed in the 
service sector. The remaining 18 percent is in manufacturing and around 2 percent in agriculture 
and fisheries. The Danish workforce is very well-educated. Copenhagen is right on the coast of 
the Oresund, in the south-east of the country on the islands of Amager and Sjælland. Since way 
back people from all over the world have settled in Copenhagen and made it their hometown 
and this has contributed to the city’s charming international characteristics. Copenhagen offers 
excellent living standards based on a long range of weighted factors within education, health, 
economy, social conditions, culture, welfare, etc. According to international studies, Denmark 
has one of the highest living standards in the world.
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Glorious Food

Denmark’s capital has grown into a 
true gastronomic metropolis. And while 
traditions run deep, new innovation 
continually adds flair to the city’s ever-
evolving tasting menu of flavors. Until a 
few years ago, Danish food was essentially 
associated with potatoes and bacon, and 
Danish cuisine was completely unknown 
outside the country. Not anymore. Over 
the last decade, the New Nordic Cuisine 
has revolutionized Danish gastronomy 
and created an entirely new focus on local 
ingredients. It has meant a renaissance of 
classic Danish dishes, which are currently 
available in modern versions at several of 
Copenhagen’s best restaurants. Even so, 
many Danes still love to eat very traditional 
foods like porridge, open sandwiches and 
the classic roast pork with parsley sauce - of 
course served with a glass of good Danish 
beer.

Architecture

The architecture of Copenhagen in Denmark 
is characterised by a wide variety of styles, 
progressing through Christian IV’s early 17th 
century landmarks and the elegant 17th century 
mansions and palaces of Frederiksstaden, 
to the late 19th century residential boroughs 
and cultural institutions to the modernistic 
contribution of the 20th century such as Arne 
Jacobsen’s National Bank and SAS Royal 
Hotel. Copenhagen is recognised globally as 
an exemplar of best practice urban planning. 
Its thriving mixed use city centre is defined 
by striking contemporary architecture, 
engaging public spaces and an abundance of 
human activity. These design outcomes have 
been deliberately achieved through careful 
replanning in the second half of the 20th 
century, with notable contributions both by 
leading international architects and a wave of 
new successful Danish architects.



Mail us to know more!
For Abstract Submission Guidelines | For Reserving your slot | Proposals | Registration | Posters | Accommodations 

No doubt you have lots of queries... 
Why not get in touch..! 

Drop us your query with details and we shall contact you right away

For Queries 
Contact: Tracy Jones 
Program Manager 

Email: dentalmaterials@dentistryspeakerexperts.org
Toll	No:	+44	8000148923	(UK)

For Exhibition & Sponsorship 
Contact: Tracy Jones
Program Manager 

Email: dentalmaterials@dentistryspeakerexperts.org

Hosted by Conference Series llc LTD
47 Churchfield Road, London, W3 6AY

Tel: +44 8000148923
Fax: +44 2030041517

Dental Materials 2019


